This paper deals with the optimality conditions and dual theory of multi-objective programming problems involving generalized convexity. New classes of generalized type-I functions are introduced for arcwise connected functions, and examples are given to show the existence of these functions. By utilizing the new concepts, several sufficient optimality conditions and Mond-Weir type duality results are proposed for non-differentiable multi-objective programming problem.
Introduction
Investigation on sufficiency and duality has been one of the most attraction topics in the theory of multi-objective problems. It is well known that the concept of convexity and its various generalizations play an important role in deriving sufficient optimality conditions and duality results for multi-objective programming problems. The concept of type-I functions was first introduced by Hanson and Mond [1] as a generalization of convexity. With and without differentiability, the type-I functions were extended to several classes of generalized type-I functions by many researchers, and sufficient optimality criteria and duality results are established for multi-objective programming (vector optimization) problems involving these functions (see [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] ). Another meaningful generalization of convex functions is the introduction of arcwise connected functions, which was given by Avriel and Zang [13] . Singh [14] and Mukherjee and Yadav [15] discussed some properties of arcwise connected sets and functions. Bhatia and Mehara [16] investigated some properties of arcwise connected functions in terms of their directional derivatives and established optimality conditions for scalar-valued nonlinear programming prblems involving these functions. Mehar and Bhatia [17] and Davar and Mehra [18] studied optimality conditions and duality results for minmax problems and fractional programming problems involving arcwise connected and generalized arcwise connected functions, respectively.
In this paper, we first introduce new classes of generalized convex type-I functions by relaxing definitions of arcwise connected function and type-I function. We present some sufficient optimality conditions and dual theorems for non-differential multi-objective programming problem under various generalized convex type-I functions assumptions. This paper is divided into four sections. Section 2 recalls some definitions and related results which will be used in later sections, and introduces new classes generalized convex type-I functions. In Section 3 and Section 4, the sufficient optimality conditions and Mond-Weir type duality results are established for non-differential multi-objective programming problem involving these generalized convex functions, respectively.
Preliminaries
In this section, we first recall some concepts and results related arcwise connected functions. Let be the ndimensional Euclidean space and be the set of all real numbers. Throughout this paper, the following convention for vectors in will be followed: 
x y  if and only if
, X is a nonempty open AC set of . Let F denote the feasible solutions of (MP) assumed to be nonempty, that is
Definition 2.5.
A point x X  is said to be a weak Pareto efficient solution of problem (MP), if
Along the lines of [1, 5] , we now define the following classes of functions. ,
Then x is an AC set with respect to   , : 0,1
, if 1 and 1 0, otherwise, , if both components of 0 0, otherwise,
Sufficient Optimality Conditions
In this section, we establish sufficient optimality conditions for a feasible solution x to be a weak Pareto efficient solution for (MP) under the CN-d-type-I and pseudoquasi-CN-d-type-I assumptions.
Theorem 3.1. Suppose that there exist a feasible solution x F and
If  , 
